
 

Hitachi Develops a Robot that has the
Capabilities for Daily Life and that Moves in
Response to Dialogs with People

April 1 2005

  
 

  

 Hitachi, Ltd. announced that it has developed a robot - called
"EMIEW"* - for supporting people's everyday lives. EMIEW has the
physical capabilities, such as agile movement and obstacle avoidance,
needed for real life, and can move around while interacting in dialog
with humans from a distance of one meter without the need for
microphones. The technologies developed for EMIEW will lead the way
in creating robots of the future that can cooperate and coexist with
humans.
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EMIEW is 130 cm tall and weights approximately 70 kg, his arms have 6
degrees of freedom.

As part of the "Project for the Practical Application of Next-generation
Robots" commissioned by the independent administrative agency NEDO
(New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization;
Chairman, Tsutomu Makino), EMIEW will be on exhibit at the 2005
World Exposition, EXPO 2005-held in the Tobu Kyuryou region near
Nagoya city in Aichi prefecture, Japan (namely, Nagakute town, Toyota
city, and Seto city)- and at the Morizo and Kiccoro Exhibition Center
from 9-19 June and at the "Nature Contact - Hitachi Group Pavilion"
from mid-July until the middle of the summer holidays.

As one of the Japan's pioneers of research on robots, Hitachi has pushed
forward numerous technical developments up to the present time and,
through these developments, has made considerable contributions to the
advancement of society. Starting in 1970, Hitachi developed the first
computer-control robot with artificial intelligence in Japan. Since then,
the company has developed many epoch-making technologies and
applied them effectively in a great many commercial products.

EMIEW was developed as a robot for supporting people's day-today
lives; namely, it brings comfort and convenience to everyday life while
ensuring safety and peace of mind. By utilizing Hitachi's considerable
know-how in specialized technologies for autonomous movement and
manipulation, EMIEW realizes three key features: "safety" by avoiding
collisions with surrounding people and objects; "mobility" by adapting
its movements to movements of people; and "coexistence and
cooperation with people" through its friendly design. Moreover, the
name "EMIEW" (Excellent Mobility and Interactive Existence as
Workmate) refers to a robot that acts like a workmate through dialog
interactions with people and its agile movements.
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From now onwards, Hitachi plans to upgrade the functions of EMIEW
as a robot for coexistence and cooperation with people-for example,
providing logistics support in offices and acting as a guide for customers
at information desks-and continue to expand its practical applications.

The main features of EMIEW are:

(1) High-speed and agile movement

EMIEW applies a self-balancing two-wheel-motion mechanism that
enables it to move in compact spaces swiftly in the same environment as
a person at a speed in tune with the motion of that person. By measuring
gradients with mounted sensors while driving its two wheels, it can move
about and stop in a stable manner. Since it can move at maximum speed
corresponding to a fast walking pace (i.e., 6 km/h), it will not annoy
people by being "slow." Furthermore, by shifting it center of gravity by
swinging its body from left to right, EMIEW combines agile changes of
direction-unlike conventional "humanoid robots"-with the physical
capabilities necessary for real life.

(2) Ability to get around obstructions: Collision avoidance

EMIEW is fitted with a "collision avoidance" function; that is, on
detecting surrounding objects while in motion by means of mounted
sensors, it confirms their location and movement, and then calculates the
route it should take to avoid a collision with those objects. In contrast to
technologies used in conventional types of "humanoid robots", this new
technology gives robots the necessary functions for coexistence and
cooperation with humans in real life.

As part of a joint research project between Tsukuba University and
Hitachi, Ltd., this technology utilizes the results of cooperative research
performed by Associate Professor Takashi Tsubouchi and Vice-
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chancellor Shinichi Yuta and Hitachi's Mechanical Engineering Research
Laboratory.

(3) Recognition of voices and sounds from a distance

Equipped with a vision sensor and multiple audio sensors, EMIEW can
communicate in words over a distance of about one meter without need
for any specialized devices. It analyzes the differences in sounds picked
up by the various sensors in order to find the direction of the sound
source. It then confirms the face of the person from whom the sound
came by means of the vision sensor. In this way, it can even "hear"
sounds and voices from separate locations. Moreover, by utilizing high-
quality speech synthesis technology, EMIEW can respond in a natural-
sounding voice.

(4) Natural arm movement like a human

EMIEW has two arms, each with six degrees of freedom, that enable it
to move naturally in almost the same way as a person, and its two hands
enable it to grasp things and carry them about. Moreover, it measures
movements of people by means of "motion capture" technology, and it
utilizes this measurement data in accomplishing richly expressive "body
communication" with people.

* EMIEW : Excellent Mobility and Interactive Existence as Workmate
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